
Data, Compliance and Support Administrator

Salary: £20,000 – £26,000 dependent on experience in sector and training
Working hours: 37.5 per week, flexible
Location: Hybrid
Location: West Midlands (HQ in Worcester)

About Us
At The Development Manager (TDM) we believe that all people can and should ‘do well by doing good’. We are committed to helping close the
tech and digital productivity gap in the West Midlands, responding to local and regional skills needs and increasing the social mobility of the
local population through coaching and training. Earlier this year we received Ofsted Outstanding for our quality of education and learning
programmes and are proud of our focus on delivering genuinely work-based learning, underpinned by academic rigour.

We have an exciting opportunity for a Compliance, Data and Support Administrator to join our growing organisation and make a positive impact
to learners and employers across the West Midlands.

Core Responsibilities

● Data entry: timely entry and submission of accurate learner and employer data, using the relevant TDM systems and funding
organisation systems.

● Documentation control: check that all documentation being submitted meets quality and funding requirements before data is
processed.

● Data integrity checks: ensure live data is accurate on all TDM systems and spreadsheets.
● Gathering destination and progression data for all learners: calling and contacting learners who have completed TDM programmes

on a 30-day, 90-day and 6-months basis to check the learner’s job outcome/progression status; to gather the necessary evidence to
satisfy funding bodies compliance requirements.

● Data reporting: reporting data from the different TDM systems as per the different manager’s requirements on a monthly and quarterly
basis.

● Internal Audit and compliance checks as per the quality and compliance sampling strategy: follow audit sampling strategy and
proactively support with compliance audits, Ofsted audits and any other audits as required from time to time.



● Evidence compliance checks: audit and monitor enrolment, in-learning and completion-progression evidence in TDM systems to
ensure it meets funding regulations and compliance. Reporting to managers any non-compliance.

● Support with satisfaction surveys data collection, analysis and reporting for self-assessment reporting on a monthly and quarterly
basis.

● Documentation and data gathering: Where gaps have been identified, support the different teams and managers with the data
needed to satisfy compliance requirements.

Other Accountabilities

● Work with managers and support team members to improve processes, procedures and systems.
● Keep up to date knowledge of the funding rules and regulations to understand accountability and ensure there is no risk of funding

claw-back for TDM.
● Work with managers and support team to understand priorities and implement the quarterly/yearly changes required by the funding

rules.
● Support managers with other ad-hoc administrative duties as required, for example: contacting ESFA helpdesk, gathering data,

reception duties, following up with the coaching team for evidence documentation.

Key Performance Indicators

● Zero issues with employer/ learner data and documentation compliance to enable the timely start of their programme and ensure no
funding claw-back at audit.

● Zero issues with live learner’s evidence to ensure valid evidence of learning is present at all times in TDM systems and ensure no
funding claw-back at audit.

● Zero issues with learner completion, exit and progression checks at 30,90-day and 6 months, ensuring evidence gathered is robust and
meets funding regulation requirements.

● 100% learner documentation processed in a timely manner.
● 100% administrative issues resolved within a maximum of 1 week to aid the team with meeting their targets.
● 100% collection of destination data at 30-day,90-day and 6 month checks per learner.
● 100% timely submission of sign-up, delivery and exit-progression data into the systems to trigger funding.
● 100% timely submission of other data to inform the funding systems of achievement, break, completion, employer interviews etc.

Ideal Candidate

● Qualifications or certifications to demonstrate level 4 or higher degree level relevant to the job role (data, administration, business
studies, etc) or considerable experience in the sector with industry certifications gained in the workplace.

● Excellent numeracy and literacy skills.
● Meticulous attention to detail.



● Ability to work with a variety of information, data and systems for data administration processes.
● Has worked with Maytas system or equivalent MIS.
● Has worked in the FE sector for 3+ years in compliance and support.
● Ability to work well as part of a growing team and a changing environment.

Benefits

● Working from home/hybrid and flexible working
● 24 days holiday per year + bank holidays (with the option to buy more)
● Birthday day-off
● An individual learning plan to help assist you toward your developmental and career goals
● Pension scheme increasing with years of service

Safeguarding Commitment

TDM are committed to safeguard and promote the welfare of all children, young people and adults at risk. Safeguarding is everybody’s
responsibility, and we have an essential role to play in making our learning community safe and secure.

We are an Equal Opportunities Employer
TDM are committed to equality and diversity and our recruitment policy follows the employment statutory code of practice


